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It makes no difference if you put v.2010 version or any other version, or change any of the settings. My situation is a bit different - I know the passwords for the
machines, and I'm using unattended or encrypted boot. The top one is a 1U box with 4 SATA, 2 of those use a full disk (not as an FS on a partition) but one is a
/root partition. The bottom one is a 5 bay NAS with 1x2TB drive and 1x4TB drive. I'm only getting the /root partition unmounted in /proc/mounts and lsblk. No
flags at all. The NAS one does have some /dev/md*s in the fstab, but I don't use them to mount drives I just use individual partitions from them. Should I be

opening up the box, going to SMART, and running the bad block test? A: I came into this question later, but I found a workaround. We were able to powerdown
the NAS's drives with echo ON > /proc/mdstat Then we were able to umount the drives that we would like to recover (mount -a). I took this idea from a

discussion on this forum. I'm not sure if it was the exact solution, but the NAS was able to powerdown all of the drives, and we were able to see the block device
in /proc/mdstat as a disk. We didn't have to mount the specific disk, just the block device with /dev/sda We didn't have to power up the NAS (this isn't

permanent). Q: How to set env variables for an open source project with github pages How do you set the environment variables for your own open source
project to use Github Pages? I followed all instructions in the Github documentation and my open source project looks good on github and the website as well.
But it can't find the Variables.json file. I would expect that it looks like the one here: A: Run git config --get-all on the website project. If the output looks like

(env key -> env value): ... GIT_BIN=$(bash
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